Venue Operations Coordinator
Auckland – New Zealand
We’re currently looking for an enthusiastic Venue Operations Coordinator to be part of a rewarding and
dynamic team environment.
You will be supporting the Event Staging Manager in day to day operational duties to ensure that events run
smoothly. Based in one of our prestigious hotels in the heart of Auckland’s CBD, you will be responsible for
the timely organisation and rostering of equipment, crew and transport. In addition, you will ensure that the
correct warehousing and processing requirements are met.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
 Installation, operation and removal of
audiovisual equipment

ESSENTIAL CRITERIA TO BE SUCCESSFUL
IN THIS POSITION


Solid working knowledge of audio visual
equipment



Proven crew leadership experience

 Ensure correct equipment and quantities
are available to crew



Excellent communication skills

 Order and maintain stock levels of
consumables and ensure correct mix of
equipment is kept on site



Highly developed customer service



Time management skills; the ability to
manage multiple and competing deadlines



Strong analytical and problem solving skills



Ability to commence work early and after
hours when required



High level of accuracy and attention to detail

 Attend operational meetings with venue
and client meetings as required for large or
complex shows



Enthusiasm and initiative



High standard of personal presentation

 Ensure the maintenance and cleanliness of
all storage areas and equipment within the
venue



Good working knowledge of MS Office
Outlook, Word and Excel

 Ensure all events execute on time,
efficiently and smoothly

 Roster Crew in conjunction with Event
Staging Manager
 Prepare and maintain accurate reports on
inventory usage

 Lead crew when required on larger set ups
and pack downs

Our people are the true superstars behind the brand, if you think you have what it takes, please forward a
copy of your cover letter and resume to Rowan ROlliver@stagingconnections.co.nz

Please note applications close on 27 February 2015.

